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News flash, we're never ready...

Bobby's book, THE SOMEDAY SOLUTION, is based on what he

learned looking back on his journey of going from the couch to the

completion of a two-day, 192-mile bike ride to raise money for

cancer research. Bobby began the journey as a non-cyclist with no

bike, no experience, and frankly no clue as to how he would ever

achieve what seemed impossible to him at the time.

As Bobby artfully tells his story from the stage, audiences are

mesmerized by all of the different characters he highlights

throughout the journey.

From his early days as an 8 year old entrepreneur paperboy selling

his daily allotment of papers face-to-face the old-fashioned way, to

winning multiple Sales Awards as a high performer in the corporate

world, to completing that first 192-Mile bike ride across

Massachusetts, Bobby knows what it means to make a

commitment!

Bobby Kountz is an Inspirationalist! He inspires with words both written and spoken. He breathes courage

into anyone who will listen! He helps clients see their potential, not someday, but NOW!

Bobby has multiple messages of both courage and inspiration. Using storytelling as a vehicle, Bobby

paints a picture of a future so bright and so exciting, it takes restraint just to sleep. No pushing is required

when the vision is so compelling it launches you out of bed with excitement and anticipation.

Bobby helps his audiences paint pictures of excitement and anticipation.

Bobby helps his audiences reframe their questions from "How" to "Who" and "What?"

Knowing who we need to be or become to achieve the results we desire is accomplished by making a

commitment to master the skills necessary to achieve our intentional results.

Courage comes from the confidence of doing! It's counterintuitive to the idea that I'll do it when 

I'm ready.

http://mybook.to/THESOMEDAYSOLUTION
https://www.amazon.com/gp/r.html?C=2EIU1YSKTC6SW&K=3RA6F8PAA261M&M=urn:rtn:msg:20200705202032806561270a04433bad205e8bd240p0na&R=M7C8CCPC4DZQ&T=C&U=https://www.amazon.com/dp/1948672189?ref_=pe_3052080_397514860&H=3WGJY6NYVQH7OPGO59YY8XKVGQMA&ref_=pe_3052080_397514860


"Hidden within each of us is everything we need to achieve anything we can 

imagine." ~Bobby Kountz

The moment one definitely commits oneself, then Providence moves too."

~William Hutchinson Murray

Speaking Topics

He will show your TEAM how to go from unsure to UNSTOPPABLE, "One Day At A Time."

Using his storytelling ability and his proprietary "Pathway to Progress" he will show your TEAM how to

Commit to the process so that SUCCESS will be a natural result of that commitment.

He will leave your TEAM and your company with a renewed sense of purpose and passion. From

Paperboy, to carpenter, to sobriety scholar, to college grad, to nurse, to sales professional, to cyclist, to

cancer support group facilitator, to master storyteller, Bobby will take your TEAM on a journey they will

never forget!

 Unsure to UNSTOPPABLE!

 The ANSWER is in the cave we FEAR to enter – Insp. by Joseph Campbell

 “One Day At A Time” a message of Hope & Possibility!

 Sales is about PEOPLE, not products or services…

 Little hinges swing big doors – Inspired by W. Clement Stone.

 It’s all about WHO and WHAT, not HOW…

 Creative & Impactful Storytelling to meet Individual Goals or Needs…

I show people how to go from "unsure to UNSTOPPABLE!"

I believe All Dreams are possible, “One Day At A Time.”

-BOBBY KOUNTZ

www.bobbykountz.com

bk@bobbykountz.com

702-809-8797

Contact Bobby Kountz


